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Three different Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) frequency bands are compared regarding their response to different sea-ice characteristics.
Newly formed sea ice generate an above average response in L-band and below average
response in C-band and X-band copolarization ratio
Surface roughness and snow pack structure can in some cases be a stronger influence
on sea ice classification than sea-ice thickness itself.
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Abstract
In this study we compare co-located near-coincident X-, C- and L-band fully polarimetry SAR
satellite images with helicopter-borne ice thickness measurements acquired during the Norwegian Young sea ICE 2015 (N-ICE2015) expedition in the region of the Arctic Ocean north of
Svalbard in April 2015. The air-borne surveys provide near-coincident snow plus ice thickness, surface roughness data and photographs. This unique dataset allows us to investigate
how the different frequencies can complement one another for sea ice studies; but also to raise
awareness of limitations. X- and L-band satellite scenes were shown to be a useful complement to the standard SAR frequency for sea ice monitoring (C-band) for lead ice and newly
formed sea ice identification. This may be in part be due to the frequency but also the high
spatial resolution of these sensors. We found a relatively low correlation between snow plus
ice thickness and surface roughness. Therefore, in our dataset ice thickness cannot directly
be observed by SAR which has important implications for operational ice charting based on
automatic segmentation.

1 Introduction
The reduction in extent of Arctic sea ice [e.g., Perovich et al., 2015; Meier et al., 2014]
combined with a reduced thickness [e.g., Giles et al., 2008; Kwok and Cunningham, 2015] and
a reduction in the amount of multiyear or perennial ice [e.g., Comiso, 2012] means that the
Arctic is becoming more accessible for shipping, maritime activities and the tourist industry
[Brigham, 2010; Eguı́luz et al., 2016]. While the two former strive to avoid the sea ice as
much as possible and will, if ice is encountered, aim for a route through thinner ice to save
time and fuel; the latter often try to get close to the sea ice for better visual contact. For both
purposes, it is important to know what type and concentration of sea ice lies ahead. Synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) satellites offer the opportunity to monitor the Arctic Ocean on a daily
basis as they are not hindered by cloud cover nor by lack of daylight.
SAR is widely used based on its all season capability for sea ice monitoring and C-band
SAR has traditionally been used to monitor both sea ice extent, concentration and drift speed
[e.g., Walker et al., 2006; Maillard et al., 2005; Karvonen et al., 2007]. Work by [e.g., Dierking and Busche, 2006; Eriksson et al, 2010; Lehtiranta et al., 2015] has identified that other
SAR frequencies can contribute important information for sea ice classification. Sea ice studies comparing backscatter signatures using multiple frequencies have been carried out by [e.g.,
Drinkwater et al., 1991; Beaven et al., 1992; Eriksson et al, 2010; Dierking, 2010a,b; Brath
et al., 2013; Ressel and Singha, 2016a,b]. These studies have highlighted the differences between the different SAR wavelengths as well as differentiating strengths and weaknesses in
the comparisons. These findings include but are not limited to; the advantage of L-band SAR
during the start of the melt season [Dierking and Busche, 2006; Eriksson et al, 2010], the advantage of shorter wavelengths (X- and Ku-bands) in winter [Dierking and Busche, 2006],
better sea ice classification results using a combination of X- and C-band SAR compared to
the use of a single frequency [Brath et al., 2013] and the advantages of X- and L-band for
ridge detection [Eriksson et al, 2010]. Co-polarization ratio (γCO ) has successfully been used
to distinguish and classify different sea ice types by [e.g., Beaven et al., 1992; Winebrenner
et al., 1995; Nakamura et al., 2005; Dierking, 2010a,b; Geldsetzer and Yackel, 2009; Gupta
et al., 2013; Brath et al., 2013; Ressel and Singha, 2016a,b].
By using multiple co-located satellite scenes at different wavelengths and polarizations,
it is possible to extend the knowledge gained about the sea ice conditions, status and changes.
In this study, we compare spatially and temporally overlapping fully polarimetric X-, C- and
L-band SAR satellite scenes with ice thickness and surface roughness derived from helicopterborne electromagnetic induction soundings (HEM) (Figure 1) as well as photographs taken
systematically and automatized from the helicopter. The satellite scenes include areas with
open water, newly formed sea ice at various stages of growth, first-year sea ice (FYI) and
multiyear ice (MYI). It is therefore possible to compare, e.g., the different responses in the
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γCO for the different frequencies. The fully polarimetric satellite scenes have a high spatial
resolution in the order of 1.2 m - 7.2 m and can therefore be used for in-detailed studies of
different sea ice conditions. The trade-off for the high spatial resolution is a smaller areal
coverage.
The data was acquired in April 2015 as a part of the Norwegian Young sea ICE (NICE2015) expedition in the area north of Svalbard [Granskog et al., 2016]. This area is usually
covered by different types of sea ice at this time of the year. The data used here are a part of
a larger dataset, constituting satellite images of various frequencies and types, in-situ data as
well as air-borne measurements, acquired during January to June 2015 by the Norwegian Polar
Institute and partner institutes. The data used here cover winter conditions before the onset of
melting. The goal of this campaign was to study the changed Arctic sea ice regime, that has
changed from one dominated by MYI to a predominantly seasonal ice cover, with widespread
growth of new ice [Granskog et al., 2016]. Utilizing multiple SAR frequencies will help to
quantify the fractional distribution of different sea ice types under the new regime.
Previous studies, [e.g., Geldsetzer and Yackel, 2009; Dierking, 2010b; Fors et al., 2016a]
have studied the importance of different incidence angles for the sea ice classification. Geldsetzer and Yackel [2009] found that an incidence angle above 27o were favourable for sea ice
discrimination and Dierking [2010b] further commented upon the importance of the noise
floor. In this study, we have overlapping data with varying incidence angles ranging from
18o to 37o , specifically nine TerraSAR-X (X-band), five Radarsat-2 (C-band) scenes and four
ALOS-2 (L-band) scenes. By using the ice thickness measurements and photographs we are
able to provide explanations for the different responses of the different SAR wavelengths and
incidence angles to the types of sea ice within the overlapping satellite scenes.

Figure 1.

Helicopter-borne electromagnetic sounding campaign. The electromagnetic instrument is seen

hanging underneath the helicopter. Photo: S. Gerland

2 Study area
The study area is located in the Arctic Ocean north of Svalbard, between 82o N-84o N
and 6 E-22o E (Figure 2). This region covers the transition from the shelf and Yermak Plateau
north of Svalbard to the Nansen Basin further north. Sea ice thickness in this region has been
studied in detail by Renner et al. [2013] who have shown that there is a substantial contrast
in sea ice thickness distribution for spring and summer season. At the time of this study
o
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Figure 2.

Study area in the Arctic Ocean north of Svalbard. The lower left figure show the sea ice con-

centration on 20 April 2015 from Met.no (available at: http://met.no/Hav og is/English/). Overlayed in a
solid black line is the drift track from R/V Lance. The drift tracks used in this study are plotted in grey. The
rectangles to the right show the footprint of the satellite acquisitions. The triangles to the right show the HEM
flight lines with ice thickness, the upper left one is from 19 April and the lower right one from 24 April 2015.

sea-ice charts from Met.no (available at: http://met.no/Hav og is/English/) show a sea ice
concentration of more than 85% within the area (”Very close drift ice” in Figure 2).
In-situ data from the N-ICE2015 expedition carried out in the region [Granskog et al.,
2016] reveals that the ice cover was a mixture of FYI and MYI. There were also areas of
nilas, young grey ice, young white ice and pancake ice. The research vessel (R/V) Lance was
moored to one sea ice floe (Floe 3 of the N-ICE2015 expedition) from 18 April-5 June 2015
and drifted with the ice. In-situ data measured within 1-5 km of the position of R/V Lance
during this sea ice drift station reveal a total snow plus ice thickness mode of 1.8 m, with
a mean of 1.94 m±0.88 m [Rösel, personal communication based on data found in [Rösel,
2016a]]. Observed modal snow thickness from in-situ surveys was 0.45 m, the mean snow
thickness was 0.43 m±0.24 m [Rösel, personal communication based on data found in [Rösel,
2016b]]. The modal total snow plus ice thickness from the HEM ice thickness campaign in
the region between 15 April-18 May 2015 is 1.7 m, with mean 1.8 m ± 1.0 m [Rösel, personal
communication based on data found in [King, 2016]]. The sea ice thickness distribution for
the two flights used within this study, 19 and 24 April 2015, differs somewhat as the latter has
a higher proportion of ice with a thickness below 1 m (Figure 3). The sea ice thickness along
the HEM flight line on 19 April 2015 has a mean value of 2.06 m±0.84 m and for 24 April
2015 has a mean value of 1.84 m±0.97 m [King, 2016].
In this paper, we focus on observations from 19, 23 and 24 April 2015. Air temperature
and wind speed and direction information was recorded and are presented in Figure 4. 19 April
marked the beginning of a period of sea ice deformation around R/V Lance, with openings in
the form of cracks and leads started to develop. The situation stabilised and new ice began to
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form in the newly opened leads. Observations from the ship record that new ice was blown
to the downwind side of the wider openings, leaving open water on the upwind side. By 24
April ice was forming on the remaining part of the leads and openings. As a consequence of
this process some of the refrozen leads in the vicinity of R/V Lance had thicker ice on one
side than on the other, e.g. young grey white ice (thickness 0.15-0.40 m) on one side and a
mixture of young grey ice (thickness <0.15 m), nilas and open water on the other. The L-band
scenes indicate a 14% sea ice cover of young ice on 23 April [Johansson et al., 2016].

Figure 3.

Sea ice plus snow thickness distribution (probability density functions (PDF)) along the HEM

flight line on 19 April (black) and 24 April (grey). Note that the flight tracks in their entirety have been
included here and for both days only part of the tracks are overlapping the SAR scenes.

3 Data collection
For this study, we use co-located high resolution SAR satellite scenes collected during
the N-ICE2015 expedition. Helicopter-borne total (ice plus snow) thickness and ice roughness
surveys with accompanying photographs were located within the satellite scenes areal extent.
In addition, meteorological observations and accurate positioning data was collected on-board
R/V Lance.
3.1 Satellite observations
We use Terra-SAR-X Stripmap Quad polarimetric (Dual Receive Antenna) (TerraSARX) scenes, Radarsat-2 Fine Quad polarimetric (Radarsat-2) scenes and ALOS-2 Palsar-2 Stripmap
Full (Quad) polarimetric (ALOS-2) scenes (for details see Table 1). The SAR sensors on-board
the different satellites operate at different frequencies, ranging from X to L-band. All satellite
scenes were acquired in ascending mode.
Two sets of co-located satellite scenes (Figure 2) were obtained on 19 and 23 April 2015.
When planning the satellite image acquisitions, care was taken to minimise the time-gap between the scenes. The time, incidence angle and noise floor (Noise Equivalent Sigma Nought
(NESZ)) for the scenes are presented in Table 2. For the TerraSAR-X scenes, the average
NESZ for the four different channels is presented. For the Radarsat-2 scenes the NESZ vary
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Table 1. Satellite data used

Mission

TerraSAR-X

Radarsat-2

ALOS-2

Frequency band
Acquisition mode

X (9.65 GHz)
Stripmap

C (5.41 GHz)
Fine Quad

Quad
1.2 m
4.8 m
16 km
55 km
20 o –45 o

Quad
5.2 m
7.6 m
25 km
25 km
18 o –42 o

L (1.2 GHz)
Stripmap Full (Quad)
Polarimetry
Full (Quad)
5.1 m
4.3 m
40–50 km
70 km
18 o –35 o

Polarization
Range resolution
Azimuth resolution
Width
Length (per frame)
Incidence angles

with scene and incidence angle though not with channel. For the TerraSAR-X and Radarsat2 scenes the NESZ values are calculated using specified meta data information as well as
the mean incidence angle and are scene specific values. Details on the NESZ calibration for
TerraSAR-X are found in Airbus [2014]. For Radarsat-2 the scene specific NESZ values are
provided with the meta data. For ALOS-2 the NESZ is the sensor specific value provided by
JAXA [Shimada et al., 2015] and does not vary with incidence angle, channel or scene.
The Radarsat-2 and ALOS-2 scenes are standard, commercially available, formats by
MacDonald, Dettwiler and Associates (MDA) and Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA)
respectively. The fully polarimetric X-band SAR data was acquired by the TerraSAR-X and
TanDEM-X satellites during a scientific exploration campaign that ran from October 2014 until early March 2016. These data are not available commercially. X-band quad polarimetric
data was acquired using a Dual Receive Antenna (DRA) monostatic configuration mode. The
DRA configuration is achieved by electronically dividing the physical antenna (4.8 m in Azimuth) during receive into two parts separated in along-track [Mittermayer and Runge, 2003;
Eineder and Fritz, 2006]. In order to obtain the full scattering matrix the whole antenna transmitted one polarization (toggled pulse by pulse to transmit two polarizations) and during the
reception, the antenna split enables recording of two polarizations [Breit et al., 2010]. The
X- band fully polarimetric data that were acquired over the study area are a unique product
as currently, only the TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X constellation has the capability to provide space-borne fully polarimetric X-band SAR data. It is important to note here that the
TerraSAR-X acquisition on 19 April 2015 (13:16 UTC) is outside the full performance incidence angle range (20 o –45 o ) and only used for scientific purposes for this study.
3.2 Helicopter-borne measurements
Ice thickness data was collected by HEM induction sounding (Ferra Dynamics Inc, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada) [Haas et al., 2009; Renner et al., 2013, 2014]. Surface roughness
was retrieved from the HEM system laser altimeter (Riegl LD9-3100Hs). The HEM instrument has horizontal co-planer transmitting and receiving coils space 2.7 m apart and operated
at a signal frequency of 4kHz, with a 10 Hz sampling rate. The HEM instrument hangs on
a 20 m cable below the helicopter, and is flown so the instrument is approximately 15-20 m
above the ice. The footprint of the HEM system is approximately 40-50 m. The altimeter is operating at 100 Hz, which, for a helicopter speed of 30 m/s, provide measurements at a ground
spacing of approximately 0.3 m distance. The laser footprint has a diameter of approximately
0.03 m. On 19 April the flight started at 09:04 UTC (Table 2), approximately 4 hours earlier
than the Radarsat-2 and the first TerraSAR-X acquisition and approximately 11 hours earlier
than the ALOS-2 acquisition. On 24 April the flight started at 14:24 UTC, approximately 18
hours after the ALOS-2 acquisition on 23 April.
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Table 2.

Properties of the SAR satellite scenes and information about the HEM flights used in this study.

The Noise Equivalent Sigma Zero (NESZ) is the background noise (noise floor) in the SAR system. The
multi-look is a way to sum and average a set of adjoining pixels in order to reduce the speckle (noise) with
each scene.

Date

Time (UTC)

Incidence angle (o )

NESZ (dB)

Multi-look

TerraSAR-X
TerraSAR-X
Radarsat-2
ALOS-2

19 April 2015
19 April 2015
19 April 2015
19 April 2015

13:16
14:51
13:18
20:32

18.18
39.73
21.87
33.90

-18.78
-16.21
-34.20
-41.1

14x19
28x17
3x7
7x11

TerraSAR-X
Radarsat-2
ALOS-2

23 April 2015
23 April 2015
23 April 2015

13:43
14:42
20:18

28.20
37.25
33.90

-16.27
-31.96
-41.1

20x18
5x7
7x11

HEM flight

Date

Start time (UTC)

Stop time (UTC)

19 April 2015
24 April 2015

09:04
14:24

10:10
15:27

Satellite

Due to the sea ice drift with time the HEM and the satellite data had to be corrected to
overlap with one another (see section 4.3). In Figure 2 the two flights are shown after drift
correction together with the relevant satellite images.
Downward-looking photographs were taken with a camera (GoPro model YHDC5170)
every two seconds. The camera was mounted on the helicopter, which flew at 35–40 m above
the ice surface while HEM measurements were collected. The photographs were used to
identify the sea ice surface, e.g. snow cover, presence of frost flowers (FF), rafting or ridges;
during the ice thickness processing and to support interpretation of our results.

Figure 4.

Meteorological data measured at 22 m a.s.l. aboard R/V Lance for 17 April until 25 April 2015.

The parameters are a 10 minute average centred on the acquisition time. a) Air temperature and b) Wind
speed and direction. The vertical lines show the acquisition times for the X-band scenes (green), C-band
scenes (red) and the L-band scenes (blue).
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3.3 Additional data
Air temperature and wind speed at 22 m a.s.l. were measured on-board R/V Lance as
a part of the installed weather station approximately every 30 seconds (Figure 4). Here we
use 10-minute average measurements centered on the acquisition time. The weather station
uses Aanderaa instruments, including an air temperature sensor (model number 3455). The
position of R/V Lance was measured every second.

4 Method
4.1 Satellite data processing
For consistency, all satellite scenes were processed as follows:
1. The scenes were radiometrically calibrated using the included metadata calibration information.
2. The scenes were spatially multi-looked [Oliver and Quegan, 2004] resulting in a ground
square pixel size of approximately 40 m x 40 m. This is the same ground resolution as
the HEM footprint.
3. Finally the scenes are geo-referenced to the National Snow and Ice Data Center Polar
Stereographic Projection.
The multi-looking step is done to reduce the speckle within the SAR scene [Oliver and
Quegan, 2004]. As the different SAR scenes have different ground resolution they were multilooked using different number of looks (see Table 2).
For the comparison between the different frequencies, the γCO is used,
γCO = 10 ∗ log10(

σV0 V
)
0
σHH

0
where σV0 V is the backscatter intensity measured in the VV channel and σHH
is the backscatter
intensity measured in the HH channel.

4.2 HEM data processing
4.2.1 Thickness measurements
The HEM system takes advantage of the fact that sea ice has low electrical conductivity
(conductivity range 0–50 mS/m) while sea water is a very good conductor (conductivity range
2400–2700 mS/m). The primary electro-magnetic (EM) field generated by the transmitting
coil of the system induces eddy currents in the sea water; the strength of the secondary EM
field induced by these currents is measured by the receiving coil. The strength of the secondary
EM field is related by an empiric calibration curve to the distance between the instrument and
the sea water [Haas et al., 2009]. Having thus found the distance to water, a laser altimeter
included in the EM instrument is used to find the distance to the ice or snow surface. The
difference between the two is the total ice plus snow thickness, henceforth referred to as ice
thickness. The instrument is the same type as those used in previous studies by [e.g., Haas
et al., 2008, 2010; Renner et al., 2014; Krumpen et al., 2016]. The nominal uncertainty for
a single measurement is 0.1 m for level ice, with significantly larger errors of up to 50%
occurring in heavily ridged areas [Haas et al., 2009; Pfaffling et al., 2007].
4.2.2 Roughness measurements
The HEM system carries a laser altimeter to measure the distance between the HEM and
the Earth surface. The laser altimeter measurements can also provide information about the
snow surface roughness [von Saldern et al., 2006; Beckers et al., 2015]. The laser altimeter
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signal is reflected at the snow surface. The roughness parameter calculated here therefore
represents the roughness of the snow surface. The SAR represents the ice surface as the snow
is close to transparent at the used frequencies. Snow surface roughness may be different than
ice surface roughness.
A prerequisite to analyse the altimeter measurements is the removal of the helicopter altitude variations. Following [Hibler et al., 1972] the altimeter measurements are pre-processed
as follows:
1. High-pass filter (zero-phase Butterworth) with cut-off frequency of 0.5 Hz (i.e. 60 m).
2. Identify the minima in the residual altimeter heights within a sliding window of 300
data points (i.e. 90 m).
3. The minima found are connected and smoothed with a zero-phase Butterworth lowpass filter (cut-off frequency 0.5 Hz).
The derived curve represents the aircraft motion and is subtracted from the altimeter measurements. From this, the derived surface height measurements were used to calculate the surface
roughness.
Surface roughness is calculated as standard deviation of the surface height measurements in a sliding window of 133 data points. This corresponds to about 40 m on the ground,
which is similar to the multi-looked SAR pixel size and the HEM ice thickness resolution.
The standard deviation is not a scale invariant measure of surface roughness [von Saldern
et al., 2006]. However, as we do not compare surface roughness estimates at different scales
this measure is appropriate for our application. The roughness parameter calculated here will
mainly reflect surface roughness changes caused by ice deformation. The laser footprint of
0.03 m is similar to the wavelength of the smallest wavelength at X-band but the sampling
distance is only every 0.3 m. The roughness parameter does not represent all roughness variability down to the sub-wavelength scale, which can influence the SAR backscatter signal.
4.3 Drift correction
Due to the time separation between the satellite scenes and the HEM flights, and the
drift of the ice, one reference time was chosen for each of the two different dates and all other
data was adjusted to that reference time. All data acquired on 19 April were drift corrected to
20:32 UTC and all data acquired on 23-24 April were drift corrected to 20:18 UTC 23 April.
The first was chosen because the L-band scene contained an easily identified lead that could
be used for the alignment. The latter time was chosen because the L-band scenes on 23 April
were acquired approximately halfway between the HEM flight on 24 April and the X and
C-band scenes earlier in the day on the 23 April.
Because of the high sea ice concentration in the study region as well as the tightly packed
ice we are confident that there were no substantial large scale rotation of floes in relation to
each other within the 11 and 25 hours it took to collect the respective datasets. There was
some local scale relative movement of floes only in areas where open water or thin ice was
present. Observations of the behaviour of the ice around R/V Lance confirms this assumption.
Thus, for the drift correction, we assume that the sea ice is drifting in the same way as the
research vessel. This allows us to use the drift track of R/V Lance to move the HEM data from
the position it was acquired in to the position the same ice would have occupied at the time of
the satellite image chosen as the fixed base for all co-locations.
The HEM flight track on 24 April was cut into four shorter sections and following an
initial shift in position based on the ships track, the position of the HEM data was manually
adjusted based on features visible in the relevant satellite image. We recognize that the longtime separation between the L-band scene on 23 April and the HEM data acquisition for the
24 April could raise concern about the possible introduction of errors into the repositioning of
the HEM data. However, several distinctive leads visible in both the HEM ice thickness data
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and on the L-band scene allowed us to be confident in matching the HEM track to the satellite
data (Figure 5). The northern part of the L4 flight line is adjacent both to a thicker ice floe and
a lead (denoted A in Figure 5). The positioning of the flight line is therefore crucial as a shift
of one or two pixel in each direction will yield different overlapping results.
Only two of the four flight lines for 24 April overlap with all three of the different
satellite scenes, L3 and L4. The L3 flight line seen in Figure 5 is a north-north-east (-16 o )
bound flight line and the L4 flight line is a south west (222 o ) bound flight line.

Figure 5.

Radar backscatter σV0 V scenes from 2015-04-23 for a) TerraSAR-X, b) Radarsat-2 and c) ALOS-

2. Figures 5d-5f are close-ups in of the scenes Figure 5a-5c. The yellow lines indicate 3 of the overlapping
flight tracks (L2-L4). The letters A, B and C indicate three of the leads used to align the HEM flights with the
ALOS-2 satellite image.

4.4 Segmentation
The segmentation algorithm aims to separate the satellite images into different regions
based on their statistical properties, and by using auxiliary knowledge and in-situ data we try
to label the segmented classes with ice types. We have chosen to use the ”extended polarimetric feature space” method described in more detail in Doulgeris and Eltoft [2010]; Doulgeris
[2013], because it is generic and relatively simple to use, and has been shown to give good
results on sea ice [Moen et al., 2013]. The choice of segmentation algorithm is not critical because we later reduce the classification from 8-13 to four simple ice classes. The segmentation
results give a visual demonstration of the distinguishing ability of the polarimetric features being discussed and the overall classes in the region. The algorithm and feature details can be
found in the cited papers, and here we give only a brief summary of how it works.
The decision to which segment a pixel belongs to is based upon both polarimetric and
textural information, and groups all pixels with similar statistical properties in the same cluster. The texture feature (Relative Kurtosis, which measures the non-Gaussianity of the distribution) is calculated from the single-look complex data at the same time as the multi-look
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processing is performed. The multi-looking here uses the same settings as for the satellite
images as in Table 2. The other five polarimetric features (SPAN, γCO , cross-polarization
fraction, co-polarization correlation magnitude and co-polarization correlation phase) are extracted from the multi-look covariance matrix. The features are non-linearly transformed to
improve the spread and symmetry of the clusters. The cluster parameters are estimated with
a traditional expectation maximisation (TEM) algorithm, assuming a multivariate Gaussian
model for the transformed features. The clustering stage automatically determines the number of clusters using a goodness-of-fit test stage after the TEM-algorithm stage for sequential
numbers of clusters. We choose the lowest number of clusters such that the estimated model
is considered a sufficiently good fit to the data. A subsequent Markov random field (MRF)
based contextual smoothing stage completes the segmentation and improves the connectivity
of the regions for simpler visual interpretation [Doulgeris, 2015].

5 Results
5.1 SAR backscatter signal, HEM ice thickness and Surface Roughness

Figure 6.

0
Radar backscatter intensity σHH
values on 23 April 2015 along two of the HEM flight lines a)

0
for X-band (green), C-band (red) and L-band (blue) are shown
L3 and b) L4 as shown in Figure 5. The σHH

together with the HEM thickness measurements (black). The incidence angle for the X-band scene is 28.2o ,
for C-band scene 37.3o and for the L-band scene 33.9o . The dashed black line shows 0.1 m thickness for the
HEM, i.e., the noise floor. The grey shaded section show Lead A.

The HEM flight line for 24 April is co-located with data from all three different satellite
0
sensors acquired on 23 April. In Figure 6a and b, backscatter σHH
values along the HEM
0
flight line from the three different satellite sensors are presented. The σHH
values are mean
values calculated using a 3x3 window overlapping the HEM flight line position. The HEM
thickness values (black lines in Figure 6) are averaged over 10 measurements. As can be seen
in Figure 2 and 5, the HEM flight tracks have different degrees of overlap with the footprint of
the different satellite scenes. Nevertheless, they are representative of the ice conditions in the
region in general including those regions of the satellite scenes that they do not cover (Anja
Rösel, Norwegian Polar Institute, personal communication, 2016).
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The multi-looked backscatter intensity values for all channels are compared to the noise
floor values. For all L-band scenes the four channels are above the sensor specific noise
floor. For the 19 April C-band scenes all four channels are above the incidence angle dependent scene specific noise floor. For the C-band scenes from 23 April sections of the crosspolarization channels are below the incidence angle dependent scene specific noise floor. For
the 19 April 13:16 X-band cross-polarization channels 82% of the entire scene are below the
scene specific noise floor. Underneath the overlapping flight line 80% of the X-band crosspolarization channels are to the left of the -18.78 dB vertical NESZ line, i.e. below the scene
specific noise floor (Figure 7). For the cross-polarization channels 100% of the values underneath the flight lines for the 14:51 19 April and the 23 April scenes are below the NESZ. For
the scenes in their entirety 82% of the 14:51 19 April cross-polarization channels values and
92% of the 23 April cross-polarization channels values are below the NESZ.
0
When comparing the C- and X-band σHV
values for the near coinciding 13:18 and
13:16 scenes from 19 April we observe a similar trend in the data (Figure 7). The orange line
in Figure 7 show a linear fit for the data. The C-band data is at least 4 dB above the noise floor
and hence can be said to contain an actual signal. It should be noted that the X-band scenes
from 13:16 are outside nominal performance range of TerraSAR-X and that the noise floor
calculations [Airbus, 2014] were optimised for dual-polarization data.

Figure 7.

0
values for the X-band scenes at 19 April 13:16 are plotted against the 19 April 13:18 CσHV

0
band scenes σHV
values. The two straight blue lines indicate the mean incidence angle noise floor for the

respective scenes. The orange line represents a linear fit to the data.

The roughness data indicate a wide spread in roughness versus thickness (Figure 8). The
correlation coefficient between the two is 0.37. The mean roughness values along the flight
lines were 0.19±0.10 m for 19 April and 0.18±0.09 m for 24 April. Higher roughness values
for ice below 1 m thickness corresponds to thinner deformed ice. The large fraction of smooth
FYI/MYI is clearly visible within the thickness range from 1–2 m on both 19 and 24 April.
Roughness values below 0.2 m for ice with a thickness above 3 m appears to correspond to
areas with a thicker snow cover filling cavities around the ridges, thus spatially smoothing the
surface and obscuring them from above.
5.2 Refrozen lead ice
Three larger leads (1–1.5 km wide) were observed within the satellite image overlap
on 23 April. Lead A (Figure 5), was located within the overlap between all three different
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Figure 8.

Sea ice roughness versus snow and ice thickness measurements for a) 19 April 2015 and b) 24

April 2015. The blue dots represent individual measurements whilst the background colour represents the
measurement density.

frequency scenes. Lead B and C (Figure 5) were located within the C- and L-band scenes
overlap. Lead D was observed within the overlap between the X- and L-band scenes on 19
April.
5.2.1 Lead A
Lead A is observed both underneath flight lines L3 and L4. Comparing the backscatter signal in Figure 6a and the thickness measurements underneath flight line L3 it can be
seen that the lower thickness values between pixel range 350-420 (Lead A) correspond to
0
reduced σHH
values in the L-band data. The X- and C-band band data values increase or
remained unchanged. The γCO shows an increase in the L-band data (Figure 9b and Figure
10b). Helicopter-borne photos from the lead area show sheets of newly formed grey-white
ice with some rafting and with a thin layer of snow and frost flowers (Figure 9 c and Figure
10c). It is not possible from the photographs to estimate the thickness of the snow and frost
flower layer. The elevated surface roughness values within the thin ice corresponds to areas
of deformation or alternatively to areas where there is a transition between the thinner and
thicker sea ice, i.e. an edge effect.
From the satellite scenes and the segmentation results (see section 5.5 and Figure 16)
we can deduct that the lead is present also underneath the part of the L4 HEM flight line
for pixels 90-105 (Figure 5). The γCO show L-band data values above average, C-band data
values below average and unchanged X-band values (Figure 10a). Photographs from this
part of the lead indicate that when moving along track we encounter first thinner ice barely
making a solid structure followed by nilas/newly formed grey ice followed by wind-blown
nilas/newly formed grey ice and finally newly formed grey-white ice with frost flowers. Most
of the lead had no snow cover. For Lead A underneath flight line L3 the mean roughness
value is 0.12±0.08 m and for Lead A underneath flight line L4 the mean roughness value is
0.22±0.17 m.
Along the L3 and L4 HEM lines in their entirety the γCO indicate that sea ice thicknesses
below 0.5 m corresponds to above average values for L-band (Figure 11).
5.2.2 Lead B and C
Further studies of lead structures within the satellite scenes indicate another lead; denoted B in Figure 5; that falls outside the joint satellite image overlap, being outside the area
covered by the X-band scenes. However, Lead B is present in both the C-band and the L-band
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Figure 9.

0
and σV0 V values
Details from lead A underneath the L3 HEM flight line. (a) shows the σHH

for the X-band (green), the C-band (red) and the L-band (blue) scenes as well as the HEM thickness (black).
0
0
. (b) γCO values for the X-band (green),
and σV0 V is denoted as σco
On the x-axis the combination of σHH

C-band (red) and L-band (blue) as well as the roughness measure (black). (c) photographs from the part of
the scenes for L3. The vertical lines denoted with Roman numerals in Figure 9a indicate the location of the
corresponding photographs. The red and white line seen in the photographs is the HEM instrument.
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0
Figure 10. Details from lead A underneath the L4 HEM flight line. (a) shows the σHH
and σV0 V values for

the X-band (green), the C-band (red) and the L-band (blue) scenes as well as the HEM thickness (black). (b)
γCO values for the X-band (green), C-band (red) and L-band (blue) as well as the roughness measure (black).
(c) photographs from the part of the scenes for L4. The vertical lines denoted with Roman numerals in Figure
10a indicate the location of the corresponding photographs. The red and white line seen in the photographs is
the HEM instrument.
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Figure 11. γCO versus sea ice thickness for lead A underneath (a) L3 and (b) L4.

scenes and underneath the L3 flight line. Closer examination of the photos from lead B shows
no open water areas but two different types of newly formed sea ice. The first part in Figure
12 from pixel range 46 to 60 shows rafted and deformed thin ice covered in frost flowers,
the second part from 60 to 80 shows level thin ice covered in frost flowers but without any
noticeable structure. Towards the end of this section a thin layer of snow was observed. The
roughness values are on average slightly raised within the deformed thin ice region compared
to the second half of the lead. The γCO values for lead B is approximately -2 dB (C-band)
and 2 dB (L-band) (Figure 12). The roughness values in the first part of the lead correspond
to notable changes in the thickness. The mean roughness value for lead B is 0.13±0.06 m.
South of the wider lead B is a narrower lead, denoted as C in Figure 5. This lead is
connected to lead B. Photographs of this lead show newly formed sea ice with some rafting
but without frost flowers. The roughness values indicate areas of small scale deformation
similar to those seen at lead A. The γCO values for this lead are approximately 1 dB for both
the C- and L-band scenes.

Figure 12. Details from lead B underneath the L3 flight line. (a) shows the σV0 V values as well as the HEM
thickness and (b) the γCO in dB as well as the roughness standard deviation.
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5.2.3 Lead D
On 19 April a lead is seen in both the X-band (at 14:51 UTC) and the L-band scenes.
We speculate that the area within both the X- and L-band scenes where the γCO are 1.7 dB (Xband) and 4.7 dB (L-band) may be open water or newly formed refrozen ice. The γCO peak
at 4.7 dB in the L-band data and in the X-band data the γCO range from -0.8 dB to 1.7 dB
(yellow areas in Figure 13). No overflight over this lead was made, however the segmentation
of the two scenes enables us to infer that where certain segments are positively identified as
leads in one part of the scene segments with the same characteristics also represent leads on
other part of the satellite scene. Though, without in-situ data the accurate thickness of sea ice
is not possible to determine.
5.3 Ridges
Within the satellite scenes two major types of thickness increases were observed; ridges,
both consolidated and newly formed, as well as lead edges. Ridges may result in an increase
in backscatter, as can be seen in Figure 6a, particularly in the X- and L-band scenes, between
pixels 430 to 450. Not all ridges have a corresponding backscatter increase. This may be due
to the orientation of the ridges in relation to the satellite flight path, where ridges may be easier
to observe in the satellite images if they are oriented parallel to the satellite flight direction.
Within the photographs it can be observed that individual peaks are also the reason for some
of the high thickness values. These peaks are often surrounded by a surface of ”star shaped”
patterns, indicating ridges with snow drifts around them.

Figure 13. γCO in dB for (a) the 14:51 X-band scene and (b) the 20:18 L-band scene on 19 April. The high
γCO areas are lead D. The red horizontal lines indicate the values used for the γCO calculations.

In the scenes from 19 April we notice that variations in ice thickness of up to 5.5 m
were recorded in the HEM data with no significant effect on the radar backscatter in either
frequency. Roughness versus thickness for one of these ridge areas is shown in Figure 14 and
the roughness is not clearly linked to the sea ice thickness, which partly can be attributed to
the snow cover.
5.4 Segmentation results
The number of segments was determined automatically by the statistical goodness-of-fit
of the modelling during the segmentation stage to a chosen sensitivity. This resulted in 10
different groups of segments for the C-band and L-band scenes and 13 for the X-band scene
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Figure 14. Roughness versus thickness for a subsection of the HEM flight line for 19 April 2015. The
subsection features smooth FYI/MYI, deformed FYI/MYI as well as ridges.

on 23 April 2015. The relatively high number of segments was used to distinguish differences
in sea ice backscatter signal for the comparison between the different satellite frequencies.
However, the different groups of segments do not necessarily represent 10 and 13 different
classes of sea ice as specified by WMO [1970]. The three extra groups of segments in X-band
scenes primarily capture the near- and far-range edge effects. The near- and far-range edge
effects are an artefact of the sensor calibration. For 19 April (13:16 and 14:51 UTC) the Xband scenes have 12 different groups of segments, the C-band scenes were separated into 10
different groups of segments and the L-band scenes in 8 groups of segments.
The different frequencies have different sensitivities to the sea ice properties. Hence, the
boundaries between the different segments will differ between the different satellite scenes. To
facilitate comparative studies some of the segments have been manually grouped together using the HEM thickness and roughness information, as well as the photographs. We define the
segments where the thickness measurements show ice less than 0.5 m thick as newly formed
sea ice (Figure 15), and segments with high surface roughness values and a thickness above
0.5 m as deformed FYI/MYI. Based on the in-situ data areas of newly formed sea ice with
high surface roughness could be correctly classified as thin ice and not as deformed FYI/MYI.
The backscatter intensity values were not used for this separation. No separation between FYI
and MYI was attempted. Thick ice values within the newly formed sea ice class in Figure 15
originate from thicker ice floes located within newly formed sea ice leads. Following this a
number of segments were combined into new sea ice classes; open water, newly formed sea
ice, smooth FYI/MYI and deformed ice FYI/MYI (Figure 16). No attempt to optimise the
results for specific image properties was made.
It should be noted that the co-location between the HEM flight line and the satellite
images is particularly important in this step. For example, within the overlap the L4 flight line
is located in an area with close proximity to both a thicker ice floe and Lead A.
The segmentation results for 19 and 23 April show similar results. However, the HEM
ice thickness distribution from 19 April shows a higher modal sea ice thickness than for 23
April and lacks much of the thinner ice seen on 23 April (Figure 3). We will therefore show
and discuss the example from 23 April. The conclusions are valid for both dates.
0
In Table 3 the σHH
and the σV0 V values for each class is presented. For the X- and
0
C-band data the open water and newly formed sea ice areas on average have higher σco
values
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Figure 15. Histograms showing the number of data points (N) within each of the following sea ice classes,
(a) newly formed sea ice, (b) smooth FYI/MYI and (c) deformed FYI/MYI underneath the flight line for the
L-band scene on 23 April 2015. The left most column show σV0 V , the middle column the roughness standard
deviation and the right most column the thickness values.

Figure 16. Classification results for (a) X-band, (b) C-band and (c) L-band on 23 April 2015. The black
line indicates the flight tracks. Zoomed in classification results for (d) X-band, (e) C-band and (f) L-band on
23 April 2015.

than the other two classes with older ice (Figure 17). In the L-band scenes the newly formed
0
0
sea ice class have lower σco
values. For all frequencies the σco
values are lower for the smooth
level ice compared to the deformed ice, though in the C-band data the range of backscatter
values is largest for the deformed ice class. In the X-band data there is a clear separation
between the smooth level ice and the newly formed sea ice. For the C- and L-band data the
smooth FYI/MYI have lower overall values and deformed FYI/MYI covers the widest range
of backscatter values.
For the L-band scenes the newly formed sea ice has a positive offset where the σV0 V
0
values are higher than the σHH
, which allows a clear separation of this class from the other
ice classes at L-band. The backscatter values for newly formed sea ice in the C-band data have
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0
Figure 17. The σV0 V vs. σHH
values for each of the different sea ice classes seen underneath the L3 HEM

flight line 23 April 2015. The incidence angle (IA) is denoted for the different frequencies. (a) is the X-band
data, (b) the C-band data and (c) the L-band data.

0
a small but not as clear negative offset, i.e. the σHH
values are on average slightly higher than
0
the σV V values.

6 Discussion
6.1 General
In this study we compare sea ice seen in X-, C- and L-band full polarimetric SAR satellite scenes. Due to the fact that the cross-polarization channels for the X-band scenes often
were below the noise floor we have primarily focused on the co-polarization channels in this
study. Overlapping observations at the three frequencies were obtained within 7.5 and 7 hours
for the two different days respectively, which allows direct comparison of the backscatter values as geophysical changes of the ice cover can be neglected. In addition, helicopter-borne
ice thickness and surface roughness measurements together with helicopter-borne photography are available to relate the SAR backscatter and identified differences between the three
frequencies with sea ice physical properties.
We observed that thinner sea ice and open water can be identified in the L-band scenes
using the γCO measure (increase for L-band, Figure 11). We also note slight decreases in
γCO measure for the C-band scenes (Figure 9, 10 and 12). These two findings are in line
with numerous previous studies, [e.g., Beaven et al., 1992; Nakamura et al., 2005; Geldsetzer
and Yackel, 2009; Dierking, 2010a; Brath et al., 2013; Gupta et al., 2013; Ressel and Singha,
2016a] where co-polarisation ratio has been shown to differ in thin ice areas compared to
surrounding sea ice areas. Some of these previous studies are summarised in Table 4. The
type of thin ice has been shown to affect the results (Table 4), and within this study we cover
multiple types of thin ice.
As already shown by Onstott [1992] the yearly seasonality has an effect on the backscatter intensity. In our study winter conditions before the onset of melting are studied (Figure 4).
The study by Geldsetzer and Yackel [2009] was carried out under similar meteorological conditions and at roughly the same time of the year as our study. Conversely for Brath et al.
[2013] the meteorological conditions were significantly warmer than ours and were carried
out in the freeze up period. We therefore expect the results to vary between the different
studies.
It should be noted that within our study, a limited number of satellite scenes have been
used and consequently a limited range of incidence angles. Among others, studies by Moen
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Open Water
Newly formed sea ice
Smooth FYI/MYI
Deformed FYI/MYI

-12.3
-11.8
-13.3
-13.0

-13.4
-16.5
-16.5
-15.0

0
σHH
(dB)
Min

0
σHH
(dB)
Mean

N

4
175
127
176

-12.5
-16.3
-16.4
-14.8

X-band
σV0 V (dB)
Min

-11.9
-11.9
-13.2
-12.9

σV0 V (dB)
Mean

4
175
127
176

N

-11.3
-8.5
-10.2
-10.1

0
σHH
(dB)
Max

-11.3
-8.7
-9.5
-10.0

σV0 V (dB)
Max

106
466
92
391

N

106
466
92
391

N

-16.9
-15.3
-16.6
-16.3

0
σHH
(dB)
Mean

-17.1
-15.7
-16.9
-16.5

σV0 V (dB)
Mean

-20.2
-19.2
-20.4
-20.8

0
σHH
(dB)
Min

-19.7
-19.5
-20.4
-20.6

C-band
σV0 V (dB)
Min

-11.2
-11.2
-13.0
-12.3

0
σHH
(dB)
Max

-11.3
-11.3
-13.5
-12.3

σV0 V (dB)
Max

17
181
312
776

N

17
181
312
776

N

-16.3
-21.6
-20.6
-17.8

0
σHH
(dB)
Mean

-13.7
-20.5
-20.4
-17.7

σV0 V (dB)
Mean

-21.3
-27.5
-24.7
-24.3

0
σHH
(dB)
Min

-17.5
-25.8
-24.6
-22.8

L-band
σV0 V (dB)
Min

-13.3
-15.1
-17.3
-13.7

0
σHH
(dB)
Max

-10.7
-15.4
-16.9
-11.3

σV0 V (dB)
Max

0
Number of samples (N), Backscatter σco
mean, min and max of the different sea ice types in the satellite scenes underneath the flight line on 24 April 2015.

Open Water
Newly formed sea ice
Smooth FYI/MYI
Deformed FYI/MYI

Table 3.
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a

0
The type of sea ice is given as it is denoted in the respective articles. For the study by Onstott [1992] the ice type denoted by a * corresponds to the σco
values, and the unmarked ice t

Brath et al. [2013]
Brath et al. [2013]
Brath et al. [2013]

Dierking [2010b]

Nakamura et al. [2005]
Nakamura et al. [2005]
Geldsetzer and Yackel [2009]
Isleifson et al. [2010]
Isleifson et al. [2010]
Isleifson et al. [2010]
Isleifson et al. [2010]
Dierking [2010b]

Onstott [1992]

Beaven et al. [1992]
Beaven et al. [1992]
Onstott [1992]

Study

Table 4. Newly formed sea ice observations from previous studiesa .
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et al. [2013], Fors et al. [2016a] and Isleifson et al. [2014] have shown the importance of incidence angle on the results for sea ice observations. Geldsetzer and Yackel [2009] note that
thin ice areas are particularly sensitive to changes in incidence angle and found that the thin
ice areas had the largest variation in backscatter values. The variation in backscatter was also
observed by Dierking [2010b] and can be seen in Figure 17. Despite these differences our
γCO results are qualitatively comparable to those found by others (Table 4).
6.2 Data processing considerations
In this study, we have chosen to multi-look the satellite scenes to the same ground resolution to make them comparable between each other and similar to the HEM footprint of 40
m. Consequently the results presented here will not show the full resolution potential of the
sensors. Given the smaller pixel size and hence possibility for higher spatial resolution the
X-band data may have benefited from using a smaller window setting, e.g. 5x7 instead. Furthermore, a smaller stepping size in the segmentation algorithm may also have enabled thinner
structures to be resolved more clearly. Though, thinner structures were resolved satisfactory
in the X- and L-band scenes (Figure 16).
An example of an unresolved area with thinner structures are the HEM pixel range 5254 in Figure 6b. The photographs taken in conjunction with the HEM flight show that the low
thickness values are a result of a relatively small and narrow opening. The opening covers
approximately half the size of the photograph, i.e. is roughly 20 m in diameter. This may be
too small a phenomenon to observe in the satellite images once the data is multi-looked and
may potentially be seen as speckle. Identifying such small scale phenomenon requires very
high precision and an almost perfect overlap between the HEM flight line and the satellite
scenes, which is hard to achieve. Furthermore, it requires the opening not to be divided into
multiple satellite scene pixels.
Care was taken to overlap the data as carefully as possible, however, the time difference
between the scenes means that some changes in the sea ice positions occurred. An example
of this is the case with the scenes from 23 April 2015. The HEM flight took place roughly
17 hours after the L-band scenes were acquired. The photographs show three leads with open
water. These leads are visible in the L-band scenes but appear wider in the HEM flight line,
indicating movement within the area. These leads fall outside the areal extent for the Cand X-band scenes. Given the low temperatures (Figure 4) at least part of the leads may be
relatively newly formed as the ice would otherwise have formed on the surface, depending on
wind conditions.
Slight misalignments between the HEM flight line and the satellite scenes may also
contribute to thicker sea ice being included in the newly formed sea ice class in Figure 15.
Again near perfect alignment is needed to prevent this as the leads are often surrounded by
up to 2 m thick sea ice (Figure 6). The 40–50 m footprint for the HEM also means that more
than one type of sea ice can contribute to each measurement point. Within the leads there are
sometimes crushed floe edges (as seen in Figure 9c IV) as well as individual thicker floes,
these floes are one of the major sources of the higher thickness observations in the upper
column in Figure 15a.
6.3 Noise
A small subsection of the X-band scene was used on 23 April 2015 to ensure overlap
with the HEM flight (Figure 5). The overlap happened to be within the near range part of
the X-band scene and as noted by Ressel and Singha [2016a] these X-band scenes have near
and far range noise patterns. In this particular instance the majority of the cross-polarization
channels measurements were below the noise floor, however the co-polarization channels were
above the noise floor. Despite this when segmenting the X-band scenes the leads and the open
water areas were clearly separated from the surrounding sea ice. The other sea ice types,
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e.g. FYI and MYI were more affected by the near and far range noise patterns, with multiple
different classes for each sea ice type. Moreover, thin leads that are satisfactory resolved in the
L-band scenes are also clearly resolved in the X-band scenes, while sometimes not as clear in
the C-band scenes (Figure 16). We speculate that one reason for the clear separation of open
water and leads in the X-band scenes is the high spatial resolution. Eriksson et al [2010] found
that narrow ridges could be identified in X-band data and speculated that the reason for this
is the high spatial resolution. As leads are of particular importance for maritime transport the
X-band data can contribute valuable information despite the near and far range noise patterns.
This is also valid for the 19 April 2015 scenes.
The X-band data was calibrated using the standard calibration method [Airbus, 2014].
Given that the X-band scenes were acquired during a scientific exploration campaign and not
part of the regular data sampling, using a data specific calibration for the fully polarimetric
data may improve the results. Specifically the comparison between the overlapping X- and Cband data on 19 April 13:16 UTC and 13:18 UTC, respectively, show that the X-band values
and the C-band values follow one another regardless of whether the value were above or below
the noise floor (Figure 7). The data primarily follow the linear trend (orange line in Figure
0
7), indicating a close to linear relationship between the σHV
values observed in the X- and
0
C-band scenes. The highest correlation between the X- and C-band values were for the σHV
values where the correlation was 0.70 closely followed by the co-polarization channels with
a correlation of 0.65. Minchew et al. [2012] argue that values needs to be at least 6 dB above
0
the noise floor to safely contain a valid signal. In this instance the C-band σHV
data is at least
4 dB above the noise floor, where a majority of the data is 6 dB or more above the noise floor.
0
We therefore are confident that the σHV
channel from the X-band scene contain valid data.
6.4 Refrozen leads
In this study we found that for the X- and C-band scenes the intensity values for the
new ice and the level ice are largely separated (Figure 17) and by using γCO the new ice can
be separated from the level ice within the L-band scenes (Figure 17). Results by Dierking
[2010b] indicate that new and level ice is more difficult to distinguish in L-band than C-band
data. The use of γCO is therefore a key parameter to separate the two in L-band SAR scenes
used here.
For leads A-C, the separation in backscatter intensities between the HH and VV channels
are obvious for both C- and L-band. The magnitudes of the newly formed sea ice γCO are
similar for both C- and L-band SAR in this study (Figure 11 and Section 5.3.2) and comparable
to those of others (Table 4). Geldsetzer and Yackel [2009] argue that the second-order volume
scattering caused by brine-wetted snow cover may be a reason for the negative γCO values in
the C-band data. As we know from direct observations a majority of the newly formed sea
ice in our study had either a frost flower layer or a thin snow layer on top (Figures 5 and 12).
Isleifson et al. [2014] showed that incidence angles below 35o are sensitive to the surface brine
expulsion stage and that the backscatter intensity was most significantly affected at the initial
frost flower formation stage. The warm spell during 17 April might mean that some frost
flower formation was still ongoing and only two of the scenes used here have an incidence
angle above 35o .
Photographs taken during the HEM flight of the refrozen leads observed within this
study identified that the sea ice includes, e.g., both dark and light nilas as well as pancake ice
(for further information about the sea ice classes see the WMO [1970]). As seen in Table 4
the type of newly formed sea ice may influence the backscatter signal. Isleifson et al. [2010]
showed that the presence of frost flowers may increase the intensity backscatter values by
as much as 6 dB (Table 4)and that lower incidence angles (25o ) were more affected by the
increase than higher incidence angles (55o ) Isleifson et al. [2014]. Dierking [2010b] observed
that lead ice covered in frost flowers has higher backscatter than the surrounding ice in C-band
data and a lower backscatter than the surroundings in L-band data. Within the newly formed
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sea ice class used here both low backscatter areas with dark nilas and high backscatter areas of
newly formed sea ice covered in frost flowers areas are included. As a consequence of this the
0
mean σco
values for the newly formed sea ice class is influenced by both these types of classes
(Table 3). Still our results are comparable to results found by others (Table 4), where the
0
mean newly formed sea ice σco
values within our study are closer to the light nilas values of
Isleifson et al. [2010] and the thin ice values of Onstott [1992]. Our values are slightly higher
than those observed by Brath et al. [2013] for new ice and those by Beaven et al. [1992] for
dark and light nilas. This is potentially a consequence of the presence of frost flower within
our study.
The longer wavelength of the L-band SAR penetrates the thinner sea ice in leads and
is reflected from the underlying water, this likely is the explanation for the high positive γCO
values. The shorter wavelengths for X-band data may be the reason for the lack of γCO
relationship with sea ice thickness shown in C- and L-band (Figure 11). The X-band SAR is
quickly saturated and may only be able to separate very thin ice from thicker newly formed
sea ice. For lead D seen in the X- and L-band scenes on 19 April, the γCO range in X-band
show a similar relationship to the one seen in Figure 11. Unfortunately, this lead was not
overflown so we cannot confirm the thickness nor the type of sea ice. We speculate that the
western part of the lead is open water given the very high γCO for the L-band SAR and high
γCO values the X-band SAR. Because the nominal accuracy of the HEM ice thickness is 0.1 m
we are unable to ascertain the precise thickness at which the X-band SAR is depleted. The
results of Geldsetzer and Yackel [2009] show that under similar meteorological conditions to
ours the C-band SAR has a higher γCO for open water than for thin ice. Given the similarity
in wavelengths between the C- and X-band SAR, the time of the year (Table 4) as well the
similarity in meteorological conditions we argue that this is also the case for the X-band SAR.
Because of the lower penetration depth X-band will be even more sensitive to new ice growth
and show a drop in γCO for even thinner ice.
6.5 Surface roughness
The mean surface roughness values for the two HEM datasets are comparable to those
observed by Beckers et al. [2015] in Fram Strait, and higher than those observed within the
Nansen Basin. The sea ice in the Nansen Basin during that campaign consisted primarily of
FYI [Renner et al., 2013] whilst the area in the Fram Strait was a mixture of FYI and MYI,
similar to the conditions for N-ICE [Granskog et al., 2016]. Similar to Beckers et al. [2015]
we found a low correlation between the roughness and the thickness measurements.
Examination of the roughness data (Figure 8) shows that the newly formed sea ice contains a wide range of roughness values, similar to the one observed for deformed ice. One
reason for this may be the inclusion of not only level newly formed sea ice but also deformed
newly formed sea ice in our newly formed sea ice class. As the roughness is a measure of
the standard deviation of the surface height within 40 m track length, small-scale deformation
within the thin ice region will consequently give rise to high roughness values. Within lead
B, this is noticeable where thinner ice floes have deformed edges and larger floes have a small
edge between two floes (Figure 12). The level and deformed FYI/MYI also was covered by a
thick snow layer [Anja Rösel, personal communication], which will reduce roughness seen by
the laser altimeter but not necessarily by the SAR sensors. The L-band data appear to be less
affected by the change in deformation. This is a consequence of the difference in wavelength.
6.6 Ridges
The overlapping scenes from 19 April 2015 have more widespread areas with largescale structures such as ridges than the scenes from 23 April 2015. In the scenes on 19 April
we notice that variations in ice thickness of up to 5.5 m were recorded in the HEM data with
no significant effect on the radar backscatter. One might expect such thickness variations to
be visible as ridging at the surface and thus increase roughness. Increased roughness should
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be distinguishable in the satellite data from smooth FYI in the surrounding regions and thus
be segmented differently. Examination of the relevant GoPro pictures reveals that there is evidence of old, consolidated ridges which are completely snow-covered. The surface expression
of these is the ”star shaped” pattern that forms as snow drifts around them. Moreover, the measured roughness values for these thick ice regions are not elevated. Beckers et al. [2015] noted
that roughness value estimates using an laser altimeter are highly dependent on the location of
the surface roughness features with respect to the laser altimeter.
Given the areal extent of these ridges we hypothesize based on in-situ data that on the
FYI/MYI in this region the snow has undergone thaw and refreezing, or a rain on snow event,
resulting in an ice crust at the surface, which was then buried by more recent snowfall Gallet
et al. [2017]. The radar returns are from such ice crust within the snowpack rather than from
the sea-ice surface, creating the illusion of a smooth ice surface. In support of this hypothesis,
snow pit studies carried out on MYI in the vicinity of R/V Lance during April/May revealed
an ice crust within the snowpack ?. Such processes might be more common in a warming
Arctic in future, reducing the potential for using automatic classification of SAR images to
distinguish between different ice classes.

7 Conclusions
This study provides a first analysis of close to coincident fully polarimetric SAR satellite
acquisitions at three different frequencies, i.e., at X-, C-, and L-band. Results are supported by
helicopter-borne ice thickness and roughness observations in conjunction with photography.
This unique case of overlapping of several multi-frequency, multi-polarization SAR observations with ground truth measurements allows in-depth interpretations of the physical causes
for the measured backscatter radar returns at the different frequencies. Here we focus on frequency differences for backscatter magnitudes and dual-polarization features, i.e., the γCO .
For the SAR feature segmentation, however, the full polarimetric information was used.
We observe that γCO can be used to accurately discriminate newly formed sea ice from
the surrounding sea ice using L- and C-band SAR. Given a good signal-to-noise ratio this is
also possible in the X-band SAR data. Given that the L-band SAR is less sensitive to the
onset of the melting the ALOS-2 satellite may provide very useful additional information to
the standard C-band SAR sea ice observations, though the long record of C-band SAR makes
this frequency invaluable for monitoring purposes.
Thin leads were well resolved in the X- and L-band scenes. The leads were clearly
resolved using the γCO values in the L-band scenes and by using a segmentation algorithm, we
found that newly formed sea ice and open water could easily be separated from the surrounding
sea ice in the X-band data, even when the incidence angle of the X-band data was outside the
full system performance parameters. The high spatial resolution may be a reason for this,
and as such the X- and L-band data provide a good complement to the C-band data. This is
promising as presence of thin ice is important both from a shipping perspective, where leads
are preferred in routing decisions, as well as for the Arctic heat budget, since a major portion
of energy fluxes happens where leads are. The thin ice areas as well as the open water areas
are localities where substantial heat is released from the ocean to the atmosphere.
Roughness data proved to be a useful complement as it can distinguish deformed areas from smooth areas also in newly formed sea ice areas. Further study into the effect of
widespread ice crust in the snowpack is required for operation purposes because If sea ice in a
region consists of MYI or FYI can make a big difference to a ship. MYI misclassified as FYI
because the radar return is from a smooth ice crust within the snow pack could be dangerous
to shipping.
We have identified several reasons to urge caution in the use of automatic classification
algorithms for ice charting and operational purposes. And such data can therefore also be used
for studies to reduce uncertainties given enough available data. From the expedition we have
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6 months of available in-situ data as well as overlapping X-, C- and L-band SAR. We intend
to further investigate the effect of different sea ice types and surface properties on the different
satellite frequencies.
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